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Ab str ac t
This paper describes newly proposed BiCMOS memory circuits that, make
realization of a statie RAM with a power-access product less than half
that for conventional CMOS or bipolar memory eircults. By simulation
and experiment, it is shown that, fhe combined BiCMOS memory circuits
consisting of a new memory cel1 and a new driver circult have the
advantages of incorporat,ing both the low-power characteristics of CMoS
circuits and fhe high-speed characteristics of bipolar circuits.

1. Introduction
intensive efforts have been made to achieve
low-power, high-speed , high-densit,y static RAMs.
Up to now, great emphasis has been placed malnly
on high speed for bipolar RAMs, whereas high
density and low power dissipation were the
objectives for MOS RAMs. Hence, RAMs thaf
incorporate both the low-power characteristics of
CMOS RAMs and the high-speed characteristics of
bipolar RAMs are st,rongly desired
il al
Under such circumstances, BiCMOS clrcuits
composed of bipolar translstors (Trs) and MOS FETs
are quite attractive. In general BiCMOS circuits,
the MOS FETs control the bases of the bipotar Trs,
which in turn drive the eapacitive load, but no
steady currenf flows. Therefore, the respective
demerits of MOS FET and bipolar Tr are
complemented. fn spite of this advantage, few
applications of BiCMOS circuits to RAMs have been
?'l
reportedi' Hence, a new B1CMOS memory cell and a
new BiCMOS driver circuit are proposed.
Evaluation of these new cincuits, using a small
scale memory test chip, shows sufficiently stable
memory operation and high perfonmance. Then,
these BiCMOS circuits prove to be useful in lowpower, high-speed, high-density statie RAMs.
Many

2. BiCMOS memory circuits
As described above, BiCMOS circuits are
generally expected to exhibit both Iow-power and
high-speed characteristics. These excellent
characteristics are utilized in the new memory
celI and the new driver circuit proposed in this
paper. This section describes the operational
principles and the remarkable eharacteristics of
these BiCMOS memory circuits. These circuits are
shown in Table 1, where they are contrasted with
conventional CMOS and bipolar circuibs.
2.1 Memory cel1
The BiCMOS mernory ceIl consists

of cross coupled
with bipolar emitterfollower Trs. Therefore, it has two features:
negligibly low power dissipat,ion and high speed.
fn stand-by, the word line(W) is held at a low
pMOS and nMOS FETs combined

level of -3.5V, and the digit lines (D,D) are
As a result,
both bipolar Trs are eut off. Since leakage
currents of both the eut-off bipolar Trs and the
CMOS flip-flop
are extremely 1ow, stand-by power
dissipation is kept negligibly 1ow.
During read operation, the word-line level is
switched to a hlgh level of
and the highLevel clamp is removed from the digit Iines.
clamped at a high leve1 of -0.8V
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Then, flip-flop stored information (node voltages)
is read oub as digit-Iine voltages of -2V and -4V,

according to the stored informatlon. This read
operation is performed through the emitterfollower Trs, which allow high current (2mA or
more) to f1ow. Therefore' high speed access is
possible, since very fast charging or discharging
of the digit-tine capacitance is possible.
Another advantage of this memory cel1 is that
read current flows only through the selected celI
eonnected to both the selected word line and the
selected diglt line, In the case of a CMOS memory
ceII, read current flows through aII the cells
connected to the selected word 1ine. Ttrerefore'
operating power dissipation in the BiCMOS memory
ceIl array is much lower than that in a CMOS
memory cel1 arraY.
The write operation is achieved as follows. A
low level voltage of -4.5V is applied to one of
two digit lines, according fo fhe information.
The base volLage of the bipolar Tr connected to
that digit line is, therefore, at a low leve1 of
-3.5V, causing the flip-flop to invert.
2.2 Word driver
The BiCMOS word driver circuit shown in Table
aLso has low-power and high-speed features. When
a low level input is applied, the bipolar Tr' T2,
turns on because the pMOS FET turns on' and the
bipolar TrrTlrturns off. Thusrthe capacitive load
is quickly discharged. After discharging ' no
steady current flows t,hrough T2 because the pM0S
When the input increases to a
FET turns off.
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higher leve1, T1 turns on and quickly charges up
the capacitive load. 0n the other hand, T2 turns
off because the nMOS FET turns on with the pM0S
FET off.
After charging, the output levet is high'
and no steady current flows through T1. In bot,h
cases, the two bipolar Trs (T1rT2) always operate
in the non-saturated mode. Therefore, high-speed
bipolar Tr operation is realized.

3.

Results

A 16bit memory test chip fabricated to prove the
high performance of these BiCMOS eircuits is shovrn
in Fig.1 . It was fabricated using fhe 2un BiCMOS
process described in Tab1e 1. Due to the small
capacity of the 16bit memory, additional wordlinerC"r and digit-linerCp, capacitances are
incorporated to evaluate Lhe speeds corresponding
to larger capacity RAMs.

1

Fig.'l Microphotograplr of the
memory.test chip.

BiCMOS

The essent,ial circuits of this memory test, chip
are shown in Fig.2 . fn this figure, read
operation is performed by sensing bhe digit-line
voltage differnce using a BiCMOS sense amp. The
read eurrent circuit and t,he write circuit are
omitted. The memory cell and the word driver (WD)
in Fig.2 are t,he same as those shown in Table 1.
The Data Output, signal 1evel is compatible with
the ECL logic leve1 (High:-0.9v, Low:-1.7v)
Simulated waveforms of the main node voltages
are shown in Fig.3 . The node marks correspond to
those in Fig.2 . The simulated conditions of
Fig.3 are word-line capacitance, CW, of 3pF,
digit-line capacitance, CO, of 5pF and sense-line
capacitance, CS, of 1.2pF. From this figure, it
is easy to see that the memory-ceIl voltage
difference between node B,,,, and BOt ror B.,, and
BO2 does not reduce during the transition period

of the word lines (W1rW2). Therefore, the stored
data of the memory ceIl is st,ab1e.
Successful writ,e/read operation of the BiCMOS
memory test chip is shown in Fig.4 .
Memory ceII delay timertd, from a word line to a
digit line is shown in Fig.5 . It should be noted
that, the BiCMOS memory cell offers a td that, is
about 1/2 to 1/3 that of a conventional CMOS
cel1.
Delay time and power dissipation for the various
word driver circuits is shown in Fig.6 . It is
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This is because intrinsic delay bime is dominant
in this light-load region. Therefore,CMOsrhaving
the shortest intrinsie delay time, is best.
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To further confirm the advantages of BiCMOS
circuits, the performance of a fully-decoded
BiCMOS sfatic RAM was stmulated on the basis of
the above results. The simulated results forecast
the outstanding features of the newly proposed
its excellent power-access
BiCMOS RAM, i.e.
product of less than hatf that of conventional
CM0S or blpolar RAMs.
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4. Conclusions
As the first

step to realize low-power '
high-speed, high-density static RAMs, a new BiCMOS
memory cel} and a new BiCMOS driver circuit have
been proposed and evaluated by experlment and
slmulatlon with the following results.
(1) The BiCMOS memory cell, consisting of crosscoupled pMOS and nMOS FETs with bipolar emitterfollower Trs, provides both low power and high
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Fig.6 DelaY time vs.
word-line capacitance.

speed.

driver circuit consists of toten-pole
bipolar Trs, and nMOS and pMOS FETs to control
those bipolar Trs. This circuit has low power
dissipat,ion and very fast switching speed.
Q) As shonn by the experiments on the memory
tesf chip, the BiCMOS memory celI operates stably
and read operation detay time is less than half
that for the CI4OS ceII. The B1CMOS driver circuit
is also shown to provide low power and high speed.
(3) The performance of a fully-decoded BiCM0S
static RAM is projected to have a power-access
product of less than half that of a conventional
CM0S or bipolar RAM.
The BiCMOS
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